
Appendix C 

Cambridgeshire Quality Panel Conclusions regarding Northstowe Phase 2 
Design Code 

 
 

The Northstowe Phase 2 Design Code was assessed by the Quality Panel on 3rd 
May 2016 and 2nd May 2017.  The conclusions of the two Panels cane be seen 
below. 
 
 
Cambridgeshire Quality Panel Conclusion - Tuesday 3rd May, 2016 
 
The Panel made the following general points: 
 

The Panel noted that there are amendments which need to be made to the 
parameter plans and that a new developed illustrative Masterplan needs to be 
produced in light of parameter plan changes and the emerging Design Code. 
 

It would be useful to include a process diagram at the start of the Code showing 
how the HCA will operate and the interaction with the various decision makers. Also 
include details of a learning loop/review process for the Design Code. 
 

The Panel were pleased with the statement of commitment by HCA to their role as 
long term custodians of the master plan and in facilitating incremental growth. 
 

The Panel questioned how the Design Code relates to the Town Centre strategy 
and that there is a need to make sure that everything is being done in the correct 
sequence (e.g. town centre strategy which then informs the Design Code). 
 

Need to undertake comparison studies of other 25,000 people 
settlements and how they work. 
 

Focus on what HCA can control and then phase around those 
elements. 
 
The following recommendations were made: 
 
 
Community 
 

Is there an opportunity to integrate the secondary school and sports facilities further 
into the town centre? 
 

Need to identify and anticipate important questions for public consultation. 
 
 
Connectivity 
 

Analyses movement patterns, desire lines and locations/details of crossings 
 

Aspiration to make all roads 20mph. This will be an essential design requirement for 
delivering the quality of place envisaged. 
 

Car parking – when, where, how (if multi-storey is appropriate), by whom. 
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Character 
 

Establish the “negotiable” and “non-negotiable” and phase around those elements. 
 

It is important to ensure that everything is done in the correct sequence for example, 
the town centre strategy which will inform the Design Code. 
 

Research comparisons of similar sized settlements, how have they evolved over 
time. 
 

Identify a materials palette, commit to the quality of details to establish the tone. 
 

Need to test various town centre activities both during the day and how they may 
change during the build-out of the development. 
 

The emerging illustrative plan shows a move away from a more strict rectilinear 
plan. This will in itself bring a different character to the place which needs to be 
tested as the code is written. 
 
 
Climate 
 

Investigate flexibility in order to allow for future measures such as district wide 
heating and innovative recycling. 
 
 
 
 
Cambridgeshire Quality Panel Conclusion - Tuesday 2nd May, 2017 
 
The Panel recognised that this is an exciting and challenging long term project in 
some beautiful, well established landscape and how important it is to anticipate and 
manage between the new and existing communities. However, there is great concern 
that the development of the Town Centre Code should follow the Town Centre 
Strategy. 
 
The Panel made the following recommendations, further details can be found above: 
 

Clarify speed limits and what is mandatory and advisory within the code – include 
illustrations of precedent streets. 
 

Consider a more scaleable precedent for the Town Centre than Marylebone High 
Street. In relation to the material specification, the Panel recommended finding 
exemplary precedents to illustrate intent. 
 

Consider innovative streets and explore underground refuse systems. 
 

Cycling and walking should be encouraged, consider having fewer garages and 
more parking bays as garages often become unused. 
 

The Panel recommended adding more detail to the section in the code relating to 
shared surfaces. 
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The Town Centre Strategy will inform land uses, their quanta and plot sizes so 
street grid sizes will need testing. 
 

The Panel thought the character of the Mews Quarter was good although concerns 
relating to scale, design and management of streets need to be addressed. It was 
recommended that a good example should be found. 
 

Concern regarding the delivery of indicative street frontages. 
 

Consideration of how street maintenance and surfaces will be managed. 
 
 


